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SME INC: Corporate success and social good  
26 July 2011 
Business Times Singapore, p. 27. 
 
Panel of experts share their views ranging from the definition of sustainable business to how 
governments should lead by example 
 
OVERVIEW 
IT IS more than just being trendy. Proponents of sustainable business say there is growing urgency to 
embrace this move. The pace of environmental degradation and the need to protect our planet are 
often cited as compelling reasons. Plus, they say it makes business sense to do so if companies want to 
be in the game for the long haul. A number of MNCs have made sustainability their new tagline. 
However, to what extent is it just a positive spin for their image? The Singapore Management University 
(SMU) puts several questions to a panel of experts for their views ranging from the very definition of 
sustainable business to its impact on Singapore, as well as how governments should lead by example. 
 
Panellists: 
* Paul Lim, Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia 
* Dr Brendan Barrett, Institute for Sustainability and Peace, United Nations University 
* Nils Steinbrecher, Business Director, South East Asia and Japan, DuPont Sustainable Solutions 
* Assistant Professor Tomoki Fujii, School of Economics, Singapore Management University 
 
Moderators: 
* Ted Tschang, Associate Professor of Strategic Management, SMU 
* Lieven Demeester, Asst Professor (Practice), SMU 
 
Ted Tschang: What is sustainable business? 
Paul Lim: Sustainable business can be defined using the accounting term 'going concern' to mean the 
continuity of a business. However, the context of sustainable business goes beyond just merely creating 
an on-going business, but working within the limits of the environment and ensuring that the business is 
conducted is such as way as to keep its overall environment safe. 
Brendan Barrett: As a term, sustainable business appears catchy, easy to adopt and positive! Sadly, in 
reality, few businesses have fully integrated sustainable concerns into their business practices. At most, 
they have set up a corporate social responsibility department with a budget that represents a mere 
fraction of that spent on advertising. Most CEOs just don't get it. And why should they? Their legal 
obligations are to their shareholders not society or the environment. Perhaps the fault here lies with the 
term sustainable. Maybe we should ask our corporate leaders to pursue the notion of 'do no harm' just 
like Google's 'don't be evil'. It is about ethical business practices. At least then there would be limited 
scope for confusion. Here we can take inspiration from the Cradle-to-Cradle 
(http://www.mbdc.com/[http://www.mbdc.com/]) approach promoted by William McDonough to 
verify that corporations only use healthy materials, that is no toxics, and eco-intelligent design, that is 
efficient use of resources. We have to encourage McDonough to loosen the intellectual property 
protection on Cradle-to-Cradle in order to support its diffusion. 
Nils Steinbrecher: Some say this is green or NGO stuff and only costs money. Others say this is good 
business, they save billions of dollars and make good business with this. Which is correct? 
 
Lieven Demeester: Why is sustainable business important? 
Mr Lim: As consumers become more aware of the environmental impact, or negative impact, that 
business can bring with its products and services, sustainable business itself is becoming both a tactical 
and strategic tool - for a business to gain the trust of its consumers as well as to gain a competitive 
advantage as a caring community member. 
Dr Barrett: Corporations generate wealth which in turn contributes to enhanced livelihoods for people 
across the globe. At the same time, these same corporations are the root cause of many of the major 
environmental problems facing the global community. Enlightened business leaders should not see 
conserving the environmental as a cost to their business, but as an opportunity. A good example is the 
work of Sir Richard Branson and his Carbon War Room that harnesses the power of entrepreneurs to 
implement market-driven solutions to climate change. Sadly, this is the exception, rather than the norm. 
We also have to recognise that Branson's Virgin Airlines is doing its fair share of contributing to climate 
change. Still acting to try to solve a problem is better than denying it. Sustainable (environment 
conserving) business practices should be the driver of positive change. The sooner this happens, the 
better, because there is increasing evidence that we are reaching, and may have surpassed some of the 
limits to growth, perhaps best exemplified by peak oil, land and soil degradation, fisheries depletion and 
climate change. 
Mr Steinbrecher: If a company wants to exist 10 years, 30 years or maybe 50 years, this is not so 
important. If a company wants to exist and be successful for over 200 years, the business must be 
sustainable. 
Prof Tschang: How is Singapore's future linked with sustainable business? 
Mr Lim: Singapore is a leading player in global trade - in terms of trade and distribution. As a player, 
corporations who conduct their business using Singapore as a base will impact Singapore's environment. 
The country's ability to lead and regulate trends towards sustainability in business would be key. It 
would also put the entire economy in a good position as the global consumer market continues its push 
for more accountability from both the corporations as well as the politicians. 
Dr Barrett: Singapore has few natural resources. It is a transportation hub and its prosperity is 
dependent upon the trade and the availability of cheap energy, especially oil. In an era that marks the 
end of cheap oil, Singapore will face considerable difficulties because global trade would decline and 
imports become more and more expensive. Sustainable business practices, if properly implemented, 
could work to buffer Singapore against future problems caused by increased energy costs, rising food 
prices and climate change. The goal would be to increase the resilience of Singapore to the shocks it 
could face in the future. 
Mr Steinbrecher: Singapore has not even been successful for 50 years. Many family businesses struggle 
to cross the 50-year mark for different reasons. Only sustainable business will allow Singapore to be 
successful for 200 years and more. 
 
Prof Demeester: What do business leaders expect from sustainability-driven managers in their 
corporations? 
Mr Lim: Sustainability-driven managers must not be too focused on just engaging in activities that 
promote sustainability without considering the financial impact. Business leaders would insist that these 
managers remain focused on the overall viability of projects and not become 'sustainable' just for its 
own sake. 
Dr Barrett: The boardrooms of tomorrow should include managers who can analyse contemporary 
trends and take appropriate actions that make sense in the short and long term. Unfortunately, today 
managers tend to stay away from perceived negative issues such as peak oil, climate change, food 
security, because they know that if they propose an expensive solution to an environmental side effect 
of their work, they may be replaced by someone else who cares only about short-term profit margins, 
rather than the long-term future of the business. As such, open thinking is stymied. The culture of 
corporations has to change, rather than just individual managers. 
Mr Steinbrecher: Currently, most expect them to keep out of the core business and operations and just 
show a nice face of the company to the outside world. If there is no short-term value and a business 
case, most business leaders will not support sustainability-driven managers. 
Prof Tschang: What can the government do to promote sustainable business? 
Mr Lim: The government can get involved and develop its own model of participating in sustainable 
business through its engagement with the community. They can also regulate and develop policies to 
guide and lead businesses towards sustainability. 
Dr Barrett: Most governments appear to have limited understanding of what sustainable business 
means and so they are not in a position to promote it. The government's role, however, may be to 
revisit what they understand as gross national product and look into a range of options, including the 
possibility of prosperity without growth or the steady state economy, as explored by the now-
decommissioned UK Sustainable Development Commission. The report of the same name presents a 12-
step plan to make the transition to a fair, sustainable, low-carbon economy. Governments need to get 
their act together fast. 
Tomoki Fujii: As a first step, the government can introduce basic environmental regulations to prevent 
environmental disasters. Such regulations are already in place in industrialised countries. There are a 
few other areas that the government can help to promote sustainable business, even though the 
government involvement may not always be necessary or desirable. 
First, the government can provide incentives to promote sustainable values in business operations. This 
may be justified as the benefits may go not only to the shareholders but to all the stakeholders. 
Second, the government can help remove the information gap among producers and consumers by 
giving appropriate recognitions such as labels and awards to products and businesses conducive to 
sustainable development. This helps environmentally aware producers and consumers to choose the 
right products and the right business partners. 
Third, the government can help different industries to coordinate and establish the markets, such as 
carbon markets to promote sustainable business. 
Finally, today's global environmental problems cannot be effectively tackled without coordinated 
international efforts. 
Mr Steinbrecher: Start by being sustainable first, leading by example. Then, adopt the laws and 
regulations to incentivise sustainability and not short-term cash cows. 
 
Prof Demeester: What about SMEs - how can they build sustainable businesses? 
Mr Lim: SMEs can certainly build sustainable business if they know that sustainable business is not just 
about a 'I-win-you-lose' kind of proposition. Today's SMEs are too obsessed in being too small to 
succeed that it is almost becoming a 'mantra of excuse' - basically, they blame their size whenever they 
fail or don't succeed. If size does matter, then the successful corporations today would never have 
existed today since everyone started small. 
Mr Steinbrecher: Anyone can build sustainable business, often small family business growing larger have 
a more long-term view than those companies driven by private equity companies for example as the 
other extreme (PE are looking more for short-term gains). Whether a business model is sustainable 
depends very much on the markets and products the company is targeting. Putting your bet on the 
current mega trends which are likely to continue for decades is likely to result in a sustainable business. 
In addition, a sustainable business is defined by its corporate governance, its core values and positive 
impact on the society and environment. Anyone can do this following many good examples out there in 
the market. 
Dr Fujii: It is difficult to come up with a one-size-fits-all strategy for building a sustainable business for 
SMEs. However, there are three important points that SME managers and owners should keep in mind. 
 
First, it is important to know who the stakeholders are. Customers, employees, business partners and 
shareholders are obvious examples. However, others such as the neighbours, local community, and 
NGOs may also be influenced by the business operation of the SMEs. Identifying the stakeholders and 
getting them involved are the key initial steps towards sustainable business. 
Second, business managers and owners are often not aware of important environmental and social 
impact that their business operations are causing. Therefore, it is important to know what impacts their 
business operations have and make efforts to reduce or remove the negative impacts and increase the 
positive impacts. This helps to improve the image and value of the business while reducing the risks of 
criminal charges, civil litigations and bad reputation. One practical way is through the pooling of 
emission permits through associations and syndicates. Many SMEs in countries where emission markets 
exist can get rewarded for emission reductions. Ernst & Young, a consultancy, has a practice for instance 
that audits SME carbon credits, and helps them participate in emission trading markets. 
Third, it is also important for SME managers and owners to realise that sustainable business is neither 
costly nor uncompetitive. Government organisations and NGO's may help SMEs to find a way to plug 
into the stream of sustainability-related innovations that will allow them to reduce waste and save costs 
at the same time. Elements of sustainability can also differentiate them from their competitors and 
strengthen their relationships with customers. The implementation of an environmental management 
system with an ISO 14000 certification, for example, can set them apart from competitors and can be an 
indication of good management in the eyes of large and important customers. 
Eventually, SME managers and owners need to share and practise the idea of sustainable business with 
the stakeholders to make their business truly sustainable. The way there varies from business to 
business, but the points above are important regardless of the path taken. 
 
This is a virtual roundtable discussion organised by the Singapore Management University. It was a lead-
up to a joint conference organised by the SMU Lee Kong Chian School of Business on the theme 'Building 
Capabilities for Sustainable Business: Balancing Corporate Success and Social Good' on July 21-23, 2011 
'The government can get involved and develop its own model of participating in sustainable business 
through its engagement with the community. They can also regulate and develop policies to guide and 
lead businesses towards sustainability' - Mr Lim  
 
